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A BALANCE OF ESSENCE AND FORM



For Wilson Learning, the purpose of a leader is to
engage others in committing their full energy to the cre-
ation of value and success. This simple statement
contains some important elements that are at the
core of our leadership point-of-view:

To engage others. A key distinction between a
leader and an individual contributor is the accom-
plishment of goals by engaging others. To achieve
targeted business results, leaders need not only
direct, but also inspire and harness others' talents
toward an exciting vision.

To commit their full energy. It is not enough
for leaders to get compliance. A true leader gen-
erates a passion that fuels the highest level of
commitment — so that employees are ready and
willing to give all of their creativity, capacity, and
knowledge to the organization, day in and day out.
In return, employees receive what they need to
grow, thrive, and gain professional fulfillment.

To create value and success. Effective leaders
know that to survive and grow, all stakeholders —
customer, employees, and owners/stockholders —
must obtain value from the organization. By having
fulfilled employees, providing better products to
customers, and assuring that owners/stockholders
receive a fair return, effective leaders get everyone
focused on growing value — growing both them-
selves and the organization.

From our 30-plus years of experience in lead-
ership development, we know that leaders who
have fulfilled this purpose — engaging others in
committing their full energy to the creation of
value and success — have successfully integrated
the Essence and Form of effective leadership.
Essence (the qualities that give leaders their iden-
tity) and Form (what a leader does and says) are
the two sides of the leadership coin — the "being"
and the "doing" of any leadership role.

Unfortunately, there are many leaders who fail
to integrate Essence and Form. Most anyone can
recall collaborating with a leader who was all
Form and little Essence — a leader who got effi-
cient action, but not impassioned commitment.
These are the leaders who give the impression of
expecting a lot from others, but not much from
themselves; whose intent you did not know or
trust; who, in short, got compliance but not com-
mitment from their employees.

Most anyone can also recall working with a
leader who was big on Essence but short on
Form. These are leaders who generate a deep
trust and commitment in others, but who lack
the ability to focus that commitment in a single
direction. In other words, they engender trust in
their values, but not their competence.

n the 30 years that Wilson Learning has studied leadership and has helped its clients
develop their approaches to leadership, we have come to believe that how leaders
view their purpose will set the course for their organization's success. In this posi-

tioning white paper, we present our leadership point-of-view: that effective leadership is
a balance of Essence and Form.We define how Essence and Form are expressed in lead-
ers today, and show how different levels of leadership require different Forms, yet are
all built on a common leadership Essence.
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I am convinced that the overwhelming majority of all employees are
able to commit their total skills and energies to corporate goals, only
if they believe those goals to be meaningful.

— Jack J. Corcker, Former CEO, SuperValu Inc.
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Wilson Learning's approach to assessing and
developing leaders was created with the intent
of tapping both the Essence and Form of leader-
ship. Essence is captured in what we call
Leadership Character — those elements of
leadership that are enduring and core to how
people view the purpose of leadership. Form, in
contrast, represents those elements of leader-
ship that adapt and change, depending on a
leader's level and functional role.While distinct,
both aspects are essential to effective leader-
ship.

LEADERSHIP CHARACTER: 
THE ESSENCE OF LEADERSHIP

any ineffective leaders aspire to a
leadership position because of what
they believe they will be empowered

to do. In other words, they yearn for the power
and authority to do things their own way. But
our experience suggests that the most effective
leaders begin their development by asking them-
selves not what they are empowered to do as a
leader, but what kind of leader they want to be.
It is this focus on the being of leadership — this
self-awareness of the values and principles that
these individuals bring to leadership — that
Daniel Goleman describes in his book Emotional
Intelligence (Bantam, 1997) as "twice as impor-
tant as all other skills and factors" in leadership
success. Wilson Learning refer to this as
Leadership Character.

Leadership Character is comprised of values,
characteristics, and clarity of purpose that
determines what one wants to be as a leader. It
is expressed in the consistency of behavior —
the degree to which a leader's actions match his
or her words. Most people have experienced, in
either their work or personal lives, a leader who
served as a role model for Leadership
Character. It was that leader who demonstrated
a true interest in you as a person, who mentored
or supported you as you grew professionally, and
who always seemed to make decisions based on
a profound clarity of purpose and intent. It is this
kind of leader to whom individuals are drawn
and for whom a person is compelled to give
maximum energy.

We have found that few organizations (or
leaders) define the important elements of
Leadership Character in the exact same way. In
fact, our research has identified more than 16
individual character factors that have been
linked to leadership success. Wilson Learning
categorizes these into three principal compo-
nents: Personal Character, Social Character, and
Organizational Character.

Personal Character. The character to stay
steadfast and decisive in the face of adversity.

Social Character. Showing others respect,
being compassionate, and valuing individual dif-
ferences.

Organizational Character. The willingness
to put the organization's and its customers'
needs ahead of one's own personal needs.

Effective leaders demonstrate a balance of all
three components as core values.

Leadership Character is the foundation, or
Essence, of all effective leadership. It is also one
of the least tangible aspects of leadership. Some
believe that Leadership Character can't be
developed — that people either have it, or they
don't.We believe that not only can people devel-
op Leadership Character, but that they must do
so if they aspire to improve leadership perform-
ance. In other words, you can not develop the
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It is only with the heart that one can see rightly.What is essen-
tial is invisible to the eye.

— Antoine de Saint-Exupery



leader without developing the person. We also
recognize that organizations do not develop
Leadership Character in the same ways that they
develop other leadership skills. Developing
Leadership Character requires getting leaders to
acknowledge their value systems, to increase
their self-awareness, to experience the impact of
character in their lives, and to break old patterns
of thinking. Through a combination of experi-
ences, coaching, and support, one can create the
reflection necessary to develop Leadership
Character.

FOUR ROLES: 
THE FORM OF LEADERSHIP

hile Leadership Character is the
foundation of effective leadership, it
alone is not sufficient. Unless this

foundation is supplemented by the skills and
knowledge required to execute on those values
and principles, the leader fails to produce the
tangible results necessary for creating organiza-
tional success.

Our perspective, based on both in-depth
research and practical experience, is that the
skills required to execute effective leadership
can be defined as four core roles that each
leader must fulfill: the Visionary, the Tactician, the
Facilitator, and the Contributor.

Wilson Learning's 
Integrated Leadership Model

These roles complement each other, bringing
their own strengths to effective leadership. For
example, the Visionary focuses on setting direction,
while the Tactician ensures activity toward that
vision. The Facilitator makes sure that all team
members and stakeholders are appropriately
involved, while the Contributor ensures that the
leader's own talents are being applied.These four
roles define the seemingly contradictory responsi-
bilities of a leader — often the greatest challenge
of leadership. Being a great leader means being able
to effectively balance these four roles and success-
fully integrate them with Leadership Character.

Different situations call for different types of
leadership; therefore, the importance of each role
varies by level and by organization.Yet all four roles
are essential for effective leadership at all levels.A
first-line supervisor may
need to place more
emphasis on the Tactician
role, but can not ignore
the Visionary role. A chief
executive officer will need
to place more emphasis
on the Visionary role, and
less on the Contributor
role, leaving most imple-
mentation issues to the
executive team. However,
there will still be important — and often times,
critical — decisions to be made that require a
CEO to draw on his or her Contributor skills.
Effective leaders lead from the perspective of all
four roles.

W

Leadership is not magnetic personality. It is not 'making friends'
and influencing people. Leadership is lifting a person's vision to
high sights, and raising performance to a higher standard.

— Peter Drucker 
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The Visionary. The Visionary guides organization-
al and individual growth through creation of a com-
pelling vision. While important at all organizational
levels, this visionary role assumes different forms as
a leader's span of control broadens. Senior man-
agers need to have a keen understanding of their
competitive marketplace, and then use that infor-
mation to craft a vision and strategy for the organ-
ization. They also need to involve others in the
refinement of that vision, and to share that vision in
a way that promotes commitment to achieving it.
Nevertheless, even first-line supervisors (at a mini-
mum) will need to translate the organization's
vision and strategy into meaningful work for his or
her employees, and understand the needs of his or
her internal customers.

The Tactician. If the Visionary asks, "What?" the
Tactician asks, "How?" In the role of Tactician, the
leader assures that business results are achieved
through effective management of tasks and respon-
sibilities.The effective Tactician plans work activities
that are both achievable and challenging for the
employee, appropriately delegates tasks, objectives,
and decisions to others, monitors and reviews per-
formance to ensure that organizational objectives
are being met, and readily supports others' per-
formance.

The Facilitator. The Facilitator creates an envi-
ronment of collaboration and partnership to ensure
effective working relationships — a key responsibil-
ity at every level of leadership. In the role of
Facilitator, effective leaders deal with conflict, build
teams, and apply communication skills to influence
action and decisions. Fulfilling their role as
Facilitator, the leader creates the environment
where everyone feels valued and knows that they
are making a contribution to the success of the
organization.

The Contributor. Finally, the Contributor focuses
on creating organizational success through the use
of personal talents.While leaders may not typically
be the doers, they are often called upon to use their
creativity, problem-solving abilities, and decision-
making skills. In particular, senior managers need to
apply their knowledge and understanding of how
decisions really get made in the organization.

P A G E  F O U RVisionary

Guiding organizational and indi-
vidual growth through creation
and communication of a com-
pelling vision and strategy.

Creating a shared vision and
strategy

Communicating and aligning
on organizational strategy

Leading organizational change

Understanding the marketplace:
both the customer and the com-
petition

Planning and supporting orga-
nizational and employee growth

Inspiring employees and stake-
holders

Tactician

Ensuring that results are achieved
by effectively planning work, dele-
gating responsibility, reviewing
performance, and improving sys-
tems and processes.

Planning for work activities
and objectives

Setting employee goals

Monitoring organizational and
employee performance

Delegating and directing work
activities and objectives

Improving work systems and
processes

Coordinating work activities

Facilitator

Creating an environment of 
collaboration and partnership to
ensure effective working relation-
ships.

Interpersonal versatility

Dealing with conflict

Communicating effectively

Facilitating groups and build-
ing teams

Negotiating and influencing

Contibutor

Creating organizational success by
contributing their personal tal-
ents, experiences, and abilities.

Problem-solving and decision-
making

Business and financial acumen

Creativity and innovation

Self-development

K E Y  C O M P E T E N C I E S



INTEGRATED LEADERSHIP:
PERFORMANCE WITH FULFILLMENT

ntegrating the four roles — the Visionary, the
Tactician, the Facilitator, and the Contributor
— with the underlying foundation of

Leadership Character creates the conditions nec-
essary for achieving performance with fulfillment.
We believe that both performance and fulfillment
are essential to sustained high performance —
that people will not achieve sustained high per-
formance without feeling fulfilled, and that people
will not feel fulfilled at work unless performing at
high levels. Helping organizations and individuals
achieve performance with fulfillment has been
Wilson Learning's mission for more than 40 years.
It encompasses everything we are about as an
organization.

Integrated leadership creates the conditions
necessary for performance with fulfillment. A
leader's inability to assume any one of the four
roles reduces fulfillment, performance, or both.
Without vision, employees do not gain fulfillment
from knowing that they are contributing to a
greater good. Without tactical insight, employees
find difficulty determining whether or not their
actions are contributing to organizational success.
Without facilitative direction, work environments
can become hostile and unproductive. Without a
sense of meaningful contribution from their lead-
ers, employees lack role models of performance
with fulfillment. And in the absence of Leadership
Character, employees will sense a lack of reflective
thinking or values in their leaders, and will adjust
their own personal level of commitment to orga-
nizational success accordingly.

PROFILES OF LEADERSHIP
ll leaders, regardless of level, need to ful-
fill all four roles. But they do not need to
emphasize all four roles at the same

depth and to the same extent.The prominence of
each role will vary, depending on the specific
responsibilities of that leader. Plotting the impor-
tance of each leadership role on the graphic rep-
resentation of the model illustrates how different
leadership positions require different profiles to be
effective.While there are probably an infinite num-
ber of possible profiles, below we define the three
that are most common.

Performance Leadership. The Performance
Leadership profile is a typical profile of a first-line
supervisor or manager (e.g., sales managers, super-
visors, accounting managers), although in some
organizations, Performance Leadership is the core
profile of department managers or even division
leaders.

Performance Leadership requires strong
Contributor and Tactician skills because of a
leader's responsibility for tasks and objectives.
Performance Leaders focus on ensuring that all
employees are adding value and are often expect-
ed to have the answers to technical or functional-
ly specific questions. While these managers will
need to effectively translate organizational strate-
gy into day-to-day workgroup objectives — and
will occasionally have to lead team efforts — most
of their time is spent on the tactical aspects of
"getting the job done."

Growth Leadership. The Growth Leadership
profile is the most balanced of all three types, rep-
resenting a typical profile of a mid-level or division
manager within a midsize to large organization.

Literally "stuck in the middle," Growth
Leadership requires moderate to strong skills in all
four leadership roles. Growth Leaders are expect-
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ed to execute on strategy, even though they may
not have been involved in the actual formation of
that strategy. They often need to work with and
influence peers over whom they have no authori-
ty, and to confront interpersonal conflict within the
organization. Growth Leaders also require strong
tactical skills as they manage other managers in
accomplishing group objectives.They are also often
called upon to contribute their unique talents to
solving functionally specific problems or making
critical decisions. Without a doubt, the manager
with the Growth Leadership profile wears many
hats.

Strategic Leadership. The Strategic Leadership
profile is that of an executive-level leader (e.g., divi-
sion vice president and above).The primary roles
of the Strategic Leadership profile are Visionary
and Facilitator, as these leaders are expected to
drive change, create a vision for the organization's
future, and develop strategies for achieving that
vision. To accomplish this, Strategic Leaders need
strong Facilitator skills to get diverse functions and
employee groups working together toward a
shared positive future.

The Tactician skills inherent to this profile are
usually limited to supporting functional managers'
tactical leadership efforts, whereas Contributor
skills are typically reserved for more critical situa-
tions. Executive-level leaders who spend a lot of
time in Tactician and Contributor modes are not
viewed as being effective in the executive role
because they clearly have not sufficiently devel-
oped their next line of managers.

INTEGRATION OF 
ESSENCE AND FORM

e believe that, unlike the four roles of
leadership, Leadership Character is
equally emphasized regardless of

where, or at what level, a leader works. Leadership
Character may be expressed differently, depending
on a leader's position, the organization's values, and
even the specific business the organization faces.
But it is not the case that Character is more criti-
cal as you move toward higher levels of leadership.
This is because people need a leader who is clear-
ly grounded in what he or she stands for as a
leader — especially in times of change. With so
many factors disrupting the work environment
today, leaders with a well-developed sense of self
can provide that beacon of stability: the consisten-
cy of purpose and values that employees need to
remain focused and on task, regardless of the level
in the organization.

In the end, effective leadership is about both
Essence and Form — a clarity of purpose for what
one wants to be as a leader, and the ability to exe-
cute the roles of the Visionary, the Tactician, the
Facilitator, and the Contributor. Only through this
integration of Essence and Form can a leader effec-
tively engage others in fully committing their ener-
gy, creativity, and talents. Today's business climate
requires leaders who are role models for this inte-
gration — leaders who express an excitement
about the possibilities of leadership.To them, lead-
ership is being of service to others.And despite the
many challenges they face, effective leaders exude
a profound energy, a contagious excitement, and an
undying hope about the future that is inspiring to
everyone around them.
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If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are a leader.

— John Quincy Adams
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